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Abstract: Cross-laminated timber (CLT) possesses both good shape stability and possible two-way
force transfer ability due to its crosswise lamination. However, the transverse layers in CLT are prone
to rolling shear failure under an out-of-plane load. An innovative multi-layer composite laminated
panel (CLP) was developed by combining structural composite lumber (SCL) and dimension lumber
to overcome the rolling shear failure while maintaining the high mechanical performance and
aesthetic appearance of natural wood. The mechanical properties of 5-layer CLP that consisted of
laminated strand lumber (LSL) and dimension lumber with different layups were evaluated by both
static and modal tests. The results showed that the shear resistance, bending stiffness, and moment
resistance of CLP were up to 143%, 43%, and 87% higher than their counterparts of regular CLT,
respectively. The failure modes observed in both shear and bending tests indicated that the use of
LSL in transverse layers could eliminate the potential rolling shear failure in CLT. With the lamination
properties from components tests as inputs, the validity of shear analogy method was assessed by
test results. The mechanical properties can be well predicted by shear analogy method except for the
bending moment resistance of CLP and CLT with either rolling failure in the cross layer or tension
failure in the bottom layer.

Keywords: cross-laminated timber; structural composite lumber; hybrid; bending properties;
shear properties

1. Introduction

Mass timber is an emerging building material that has gained popularity worldwide with the
development of mass timber construction in recent years. Mass timber panels (MTPs) are often referred
to as panelized engineered wood products of a large dimension and cross section. MTPs cover a broad
range of wood products from the well-known traditional, parallel-laminated elements including
glued-laminated timber (GLT), nail-laminated timber (NLT), and dowel-laminated timber (DLT) to the
popular cross-laminated timber (CLT) and structural composite lumber (SCL). GLT, NLT, and DLT are
manufactured by edge-gluing, nail-jointing, and dowel-jointing lumber planks with the wood grain
of all planks aligned in the same direction, respectively. They are often used as one-way floor slabs
in mass timber construction. CLT is made from graded sawn lumber planks that are orthogonally
glued together with a structural adhesive. Due to the orthogonal layer arrangement, CLT has the
benefit of resisting out-of-plane loading through the two-way action of the panel plane. However,
since the cross-layers with a radial-tangential cross section have a relatively low shear strength and
modulus, CLT panels are prone to rolling shear failures when exposed to shear stress perpendicular
to the grain, as well as excessive deflection under out-of-plane load. In addition, edge-gluing is not
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mandatory in CLT production [1]. The gaps in the non-edge-glued CLT panels not only can reduce the
mechanical properties such as in-plane shear strength and modulus [2,3] but also are unfavorable to
fire and building physics considerations. SCL is an important category of engineered wood product
in North America, which includes laminated veneer lumber (LVL), laminated strand lumber (LSL),
oriented strand lumber (OSL), and parallel strand lumber (PSL). These products have been already
marketed in structural lumber dimensions in North America for a long time before the advent of
mass timber panel construction. In fact, SCL is often produced in massive panel size known as billets
before being machined into primarily beam-like members. Generally, SCL has great potential due to
its two-dimensional load-transfer ability and superior mechanical properties. The North American
standard for performance-rated CLT [4] allows for the use of SCL in producing CLT. Therefore, attempts
were made to modify generic CLT with SCL to overcome the drawbacks of CLT such as the rolling shear
issues and gaps of non-edge glued layers. Three-layer hybrid CLT (HCLT) made from spruce-pine-fir
(SPF) and LSL were reported in [5,6]. The bending modulus and strength of HCLT with LSL as outer
layers were 19% and 36% higher than those of CLT, respectively [5]. In [6], the HCLT with LSL as core
layer showed a 23% higher mean bending stress at failure and a 46% higher mean shear strength than
the corresponding values of CLT, respectively. Both studies indicated that the rolling shear failure was
mitigated by using LSL as the core layer. It should be noted that the LSL used in [6] was of the same
size as regular dimension lumber, which did not utilize the advantage of LSL as a panel product.

Recently, comprehensive research has been conducted to develop an innovative multi-layer
composite laminated panel (CLP) using graded sawn lumber and SCL at the University of New
Brunswick [7] and the University of Alberta [8]. Both 3-layer [7] and 5-layer [8] CLP with different
layups were produced with different combinations of lumber planks, LSL and OSL panels. This paper
presents the mechanical properties of 5-layer CLPs including apparent and effective bending stiffness,
moment resistance, shear resistance, and stiffness, together with the failure modes. The validation of
the shear analogy method in predicting the bending performance of CLPs was also examined with the
lamination properties from component tests.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The materials used for fabricating the 5-layer CLPs were dimension lumber planks and full-size
LSL panels. The lumber material was #2 or better grade 2” by 4” SPF with cross-sectional dimensions
of 38 mm × 89 mm and lengths ranging from 2438 mm to 3048 mm. The dimensions of the LSL panels
were 2744 mm (length)× 1220 mm (width)× 38 mm (thickness). The mean moisture content (MC) and
density of the lumber and LSL were around 7.4% and 470 kg/m3, and 3.4% and 644 kg/m3, respectively.

2.2. Component Tests

In order to predict and compare the mechanical properties of CLPs with different layups based
on their layer properties, test specimens were cut from the raw materials to evaluate the components’
mechanical properties. The bending properties and the tensile strength (UTS) were evaluated in
accordance with reference [9]. The modulus of elasticity (MOE) and the modulus of rupture (MOR)
of all the materials were measured by third-point bending tests with a span-to-depth ratio of 20. The
load and displacement were recorded for the calculation of MOE and MOR. The UTS was measured
using a Metriguard tension tester with a specimen gauge length of 1.6 m. Moreover, the planar shear
modulus and strength in both strength directions of LSL were evaluated according to [10]. The block
shear specimens were prepared and tested using a setup consisting of two aluminum plates with steel
knife edges. A load was applied to the knife edges that introduced a shear force onto the specimen that
was glued between the two aluminum plates. The load and the displacement between the aluminum
plates were recorded for the calculation of shear modulus and strength. The material properties
measured in this study together with some reference values are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of the material properties of lumber and LSL.

Material Index MC
(%)

Density
(kg/m3) MOE (MPa) MOR

(MPa)
Shear Modulus

(MPa)
Shear Strength

(MPa)
UTS

(N/mm2)

// ⊥ // // ⊥ // ⊥ //

Lumber
Count 18 18 38 38 6
Mean 7.4 470 10,494 343 2 57.4 656 3 120 4 5 4 1.5 5 30.2
COV 1 3.1% 6.4% 15.5% 23.9% 20.1%

LSL
Count 22 22 46 46 6 6 6 6 6
Mean 3.4 644 9520 41.7 462 201 3.2 2.1 36.5
COV 1 4.7% 6.4% 5.9% 13.1% 14.2% 9.3% 9.2% 7.5% 11.6%

Note: 1 coefficient of variation (COV), 2 based on 1/30 of MOE, 3 based on 1/16 of MOE, 4 based on [11], and 5

based on [12].

2.3. Panel Manufacturing

Before the fabrication of CLPs, the manufacturing parameters were developed based on the bond
performance study with different surface treatments of SCL [7,8]. It was found to be sufficient for
fabricating CLPs using one-component polyurethane (PU) adhesive with a spread rate of 32 g/m2

under cold press with a pressure of 1.38 N/mm2 for 2 h. The lumber planks were planed to provide
a clean and smooth glue surface as required in the North American standard for performance rated
CLT [4]. Seven symmetrical layups of lumber-LSL and all lumber combinations were produced as
illustrated in Figure 1. Butt joints were introduced in the middle of the panel in the second and fourth
LSL layers for group 5-A1a and the third layer for group 5-A1b. It was intended to evaluate the effect
of butt joints on the mechanical properties of CLP, since edge gluing is not appropriate to SCL panels
in the manufacture practice. A butt joint can be seen in Figure 2. After pressing and trimming, the final
dimensions of the 5-layer panels were about 2743 mm in length, 1219 mm in width, and 184 mm
in thickness.

Figure 1. Cross sections of five-layer CLP and CLT in the length direction with different layups.

Figure 2. A 5-A1a beam specimen with butt joints in the second and fourth layers.
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Table 2 provides the information on the panel layup, the layer orientation, and the number of
replicates for bending and shear tests. Within the layup column, “T” stands for timber and “L” stands
for LSL. In the layer orientation column, “//” indicates that the major strength direction of the layer
was orientated parallel to the long side of the panel, while “⊥” indicates that the minor strength
direction of the layer was orientated parallel to the long side of the panel. A total of 17 lumber-LSL
CLPs and two generic CLT panels as references were produced. The CLT panels produced in this
study can be assigned as V2 grade CLT in [4] according to the lumber species and stress grade. Beam
elements were cut from the CLP and CLT panels.

Table 2. Layup information of the panels and number of specimens for mechanical tests.

Group ID Layup Orientation Number of Panels
Bending Specimens Shear Specimens

Dimension Count Dimension Count

5-A1 T-L-L-L-T //-//-//-//-// 3

2743 mm (length)
× 195 mm (width)
× 184 mm
(thickness)

13

1200 mm (length) × 195
mm (width) × 184 mm

(thickness)

8

5-A1a T-L *-L-L *-T //-// *-//-//
*-// 4 16 8

5-A1b T-L-L *-L-T //-//-//
*-//-// 4 14 8

5-B1 L-T-L-T-L //-⊥-//-⊥-// 3 12 6
5-B2 L-T-L-T-L //-//-//-//-// 3 14 6
5-C1 T-T-T-T-T //-⊥-//-⊥-// 1 4 2
5-C2 T-T-T-T-T ⊥-//-⊥-//-⊥ 1 4 2

Note: * Layer contained a centered butt joint.

2.4. Modal Tests

Modal test of each bending specimen was conducted under a free-free boundary condition by
suspending the beam with two elastic ropes attached to a rigid frame shown in Figure 3. The first
and second natural frequencies of each beam specimen were measured by an impact vibration
system consisting of an accelerometer, an instrumented impact hammer, a data acquisition device,
and experimental modal analysis software. The natural frequencies were used to calculate its dynamic
apparent bending stiffness (EIapp,d) based on Euler beam theory [13], as well as its dynamic effective
bending stiffness (EIe f f ,d) and shear stiffness (GAe f f ,d) based on Timoshenko beam theory [14].
The dynamic apparent bending stiffness can be calculated by

EIapp,d = 4π2 f 2
1 ρAl4/(β1l)4 (1)

in which f1 is the fundamental natural frequency, ρ is the density, A is the cross-sectional area, l is the
length of the beam, and β1l equals 4.73 according to [13].

The dynamic effective bending stiffness and shear stiffness can be determined with the first and
second natural frequencies using the method presented in [14]. These two terms are defined as

EIe f f ,d = EIgross (2)

GAe f f ,d = kGAgross (3)

in which Igross and Agross are the gross moment of inertia and cross-sectional area of the beam and k is
the shear correction factor.

Since the shear correction factor of a laminated composite such as CLT and CLP is dependent
on its layup and the properties of laminates [15], the effective shear stiffness is defined as kGAgross to
avoid ambiguity.
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Figure 3. A beam specimen under modal testing.

2.5. Static Tests

2.5.1. Short-Span Shear Tests

The specimens were tested in short-span shear tests as recommended in [4]. The standard
for performance rated CLT recommends an on-centre span equal to 5 to 6 times the specimen
depth. The failure load and failure modes were recorded. The test span was at 1000 mm
(span-to-depth ratio = 5.5). The tests were undertaken at a displacement rate of 2 mm/min. The shear
resistance from static tests, Vr,s, can be calculated by

Vr,s = Fmax/2 (4)

in which Fmax is the maximum load at shear failure.

2.5.2. Third-Point Bending Tests

Then, third-point bending tests were performed according to [7], as shown in Figure 4. The test
span and displacement rate were 2500 mm (span-to-depth ratio = 13.6) and 4 mm/min, respectively.
The failure load, failure mode, and the deflection at mid-span were recorded during the test.
The apparent bending stiffness (EIapp,s) and moment resistance (Mr,s) can be calculated by

EIapp,s =
23

1296
×

(
P
∆

)
× L2 (5)

Mr,s =
Fmax

2
× L

3
(6)

in which P
∆ is the slope of the load-displacement response in the linear range from 10–40% of Fmax,

Fmax is the maximum load at failure, and L is the test span.

Figure 4. Short-span shear test setup (left) and third-point bending test setup (right).
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2.6. Shear Analogy Method

Since the shear analogy method has been adopted in the North American CLT product standard
ANSI/APA PRG 320 [4] and in the Canadian timber design code CSA O86 [16] for predicting
bending stiffness and shear stiffness of CLT based on mechanical properties of laminations, it is
necessary to verify its applicability to the CLP products developed in this study. The effective bending
stiffness EIe f f ,SA, shear stiffness GAe f f ,SA, moment resistance Mr.SA, and shear resistance Vr.SA can be
calculated using the following equations:

EIe f f ,SA =
n

∑
i

Ei · bi
h3

i
12

+
n

∑
i

Ei · Aiz2
i (7)

GAe f f ,SA =
a2

[ h1
2·G1·b1

+ ∑n−1
i=2

hi
Gi ·bi

+ hn
2·Gn ·bn

]
(8)

Mr.SA = fbSe f f (9)

Vr.SA = min
{ fvi · EIe f f ,SA · bi

(ES)z

}
(10)

in which Ei is modulus of elasticity of the ith layer; bi is the width of the ith layer; hi is the thickness
of the ith layer; Ai is the area of cross-section of the ith layer; zi is the distance from the centroid of
the ith layer to the neutral axis of the cross-section; Gi and fvi are shear modulus and strength of the
ith layer, respectively; a is the centroidal distance between top and bottom layers; Se f f is the effective
section modulus, Se f f = 2EIe f f ,sa/(E1h); h is the total thickness; fb is the bending strength of the outer
layer; and (ES)z is the static moment at location of z, which is the product of the first moment of area
and modulus.

For a CLP or CLT beam under short-span bending, the shear stress at failure can be calculated by

τ =
Vr.s · (ES)(z)
EIe f f ,SA · b

(11)

For a CLP or CLT beam under third-point bending test, the apparent bending stiffness based on
the shear analogy method, EIapp,SA, can be calculated by

EIapp,SA =
EIe f f ,SA

1 +
9.4EIe f f ,SA
GAe f f ,SA L2

(12)

in which L is the test span of the beam specimen.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Shear Properties

The shear properties of all specimens are summarized in Table 3, which includes the shear
resistance (Vr.s) and dynamic shear stiffness (GAe f f ,d) from static and modal tests, respectively, and
the shear stress at failure (τ) and effective shear stiffness (GAe f f ,SA) calculated based on shear analogy
method. The failure modes are categorized as interfacial shear failure, which is the shear failure in the
LSL layer close to the glue line, and rolling shear failure, which is the shear failure in the lumber layer
perpendicular to grain.
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Table 3. Shear properties of 5-layer MTPs.

Group
Shear Resistance

(kN/m) Shear Stress at Failure (MPa) Shear Stiffness
(106 N/m) Failure Mode

Vr.s Vr.SA τ GAeff,d GAeff,SA

5-A1
351.4

392.5 2.9
88.0

73.2 Interfacial Shear(5.7%) (7.0%)

5-A1a
342.0

393.0 2.8
94.9

73.7 Interfacial Shear(8.7%) (7.5%)

5-A1b
377.7

392.6 3.1
83.0

73.3 Interfacial Shear(4.3%) (5.5%)

5-B1
195.7

224.0 1.4
38.6

28.0 Rolling Shear
(4.7%) (3.7%)

5-B2
446.2

384.3 3.6
103.0

79.9 Interfacial Shear(2.2%) (4.3%)

5-C1
184.8

223.1 1.3
48.8

29.5 Rolling Shear
(0.9%) (7.3%)

5-C2
93.9

117.7 1.2
26.7

14.8 Rolling Shear
(0.5%) (11.5%)

Note: number in brackets is COV; shear resistance and stiffness are based on a panel width of 1 m.

As it can be seen in Table 3, the CLP group 5-B2 has the highest shear resistance and stiffness
values among all the test groups. CLP groups 5-A1, 5-A1a, and 5-A1b have lower shear resistance and
stiffness values than the CLP group 5-B2 but higher values than the remaining groups. CLP group
5-B1 and CLT group 5-C1 have close shear resistance values due to the same cross layers consisting of
lumber pieces, and CLT group 5-C2 has the lowest values, as it represents the minor strength direction
of a 5-layer CLT panel. The use of LSL in the core layers (5-A1, 5-A1a, and 5-A1b) and longitudinal
layers (5-B2) with lumber parallel to grain in the cross layers lead to much higher shear resistance and
stiffness values than those groups that involved layers of lumber perpendicular to grain in the cross
layers (5-B1, 5-C1) or core layer (5-C2). Compared with the major strength direction of a regular CLT
(5-C1), the mentioned test CLP groups had up to 142.5% higher shear resistance values (5-A1: 88.9%,
5-A1a: 85.8%, 5-A1b: 102.7%, and 5-B2: 142.5%) and up to 111.1% higher dynamic effective shear
stiffness (5-A1: 80.3%, 5-A1a: 94.5%, 5-A1b: 70.1%, and 5-B2: 111.1%). This is due to the difference
in planar shear properties between LSL and lumber. The mean planar (rolling) shear strength and
modulus of No. 2 grade 2” by 4” western SPF lumber was reported to be 1.5 MPa and 73 MPa,
respectively [10], while the mean planar shear strength and modulus of the LSL parallel to grain was
measured to be 3.2 MPa and 462 MPa, respectively. Therefore, as expected, the calculated shear stress
at failure in Table 3 agree well with the shear strength properties of the material that failed in the tests.

As shown in Figure 5, the measured shear resistances agree well with calculated counterparts for
each group if the variation of wood material properties is taken into account. The difference between
measured and calculated shear resistances varied from −12.7% to +25.4% (5-A1: 9.8% higher, 5-A1a:
13.0% higher, 5-A1b: 2.2% higher, 5-B1: 14.6% higher, 5-B2: 12.7% smaller, 5-C1: 20.7% higher, and 5-C2:
25.4% higher). The effective shear stiffness values of both CLP and CLT measured by modal tests are
generally higher than those calculated by shear analogy method, as shown in Figure 6, though a mean
rolling shear modulus of 120 MPa for lumber was used for the calculation. The difference between the
measurement and prediction effective shear stiffness values are between 11.7% and 44.6% (5-A1: 16.8%
higher, 5-A1a: 22.3% higher, 5-A1b: 11.7% higher, 5-B1: 27.5% higher, 5-B2: 22.4% smaller, 5-C1: 39.5%
higher, and 5-C2: 44.6% higher). It is thought that the effective shear stiffness is under-estimated by
the shear analogy method, especially for dynamic applications.
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Figure 5. Comparison between measured and calculated shear resistance values.

Figure 6. Effective shear stiffness of 5-layer MTPs by modal test and shear analogy method.

The failure modes observed during the short span shear tests are shown in Figure 7. As mentioned,
typical rolling shear failures were found in the three groups with lumber perpendicular to grain as
cross layers (5-B1, 5-C1, 5-C2), and the interfacial glue bond failure was observed in the other groups.
Moreover, tension failures were noted for 5-A1 and 5-A1a groups (5-A1: 1 tension and 5 interfacial
shear failures, 5-A1a: 2 tension and 4 interfacial shear failure failures). Within group 5-B2 one tension
failure were recorded, the other five specimens failed due to interfacial shear failure.

Figure 7. Typical failure modes under short-span bending (shear) tests.
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3.2. Bending Properties

The bending properties including moment resistance and bending stiffness values obtained,
from both measurements and predictions, are listed in Table 4. The failure modes are categorized
as tension failure of the bottom layer of MTPs, and rolling shear, which is the shear failure in the
cross-lumber layer.

Table 4. Bending properties of 5-layer MTPs.

Group
Moment Resistance

(kNm/m) Bending Stiffness (109 Nmm2/m)
Failure Mode

Mr,s Mr,SA EIapp,s EIapp,d EIapp,SA EIeff,d EIeff,SA

5-A1
181

309
4871 5053

4773
5650

5292 Tension(10.3%) (3.1%) (3.2%) (3.3%)

5-A1a
158

313
4688 4985

4854
5531

5388 Tension(15.2%) (5.0%) (3.8%) (4.6%)

5-A1b
166

309
4655 4861

4781
5446

5301 Tension(19.3%) (3.6%) (4.4%) (4.6%)

5-B1
117

194
3477 3721

3242
4473

3927 Rolling shear
(10.2%) (4.1%) (3.7%) (4.5%)

5-B2
226

250
5008 5247

4629
5804

5071 Tension(5.5%) (3.4%) (3.2%) (3.2%)

5-C1
121

247
3511 3499

3456
3998

4195 Rolling shear
(3.3%) (3.2%) (2.3%) (3.1%)

5-C2
60

108
964 1038

988
1123

1098 Rolling shear
(2.4%) (3.7%) (3.8%) (4.7%)

Note: The values in the brackets are the coefficient of variation.

As seen in Table 4, similar to the trend in shear properties, the measured bending properties
of CLP group 5-B2 outperform other MTP groups, especially for the bending moment resistance.
The higher bending moment resistance of 5-B2 is attributed to the higher tensile strength of LSL
(36.5 MPa) compared with lumber (30.2 MPa). Compared with the bending test values of CLT (5-C1),
CLP groups 5-A1, 5-A1a, 5-A1b, and 5-B2 with LSL layers parallel to the length direction of the beam
show increased bending moment resistance and apparent bending stiffness values to different extents
(5-A1: 49.6% & 38.7%, 5-A1a: 30.6% & 33.5%, 5-A1b: 37.2% & 32.6% and 5-B2: 86.8% & 42.6%). CLP
group 5-B1 shows very similar values to CLT (5-C1). The increase is due to two reasons. First, LSL has
higher shear strength and modulus in the parallel to grain direction than the rolling shear strength and
modulus of lumber although the MOE of LSL and lumber used in this study are close to each other.
Second, all the longitudinal and transverse layers in CLP groups of 5-A1, 5-A1a, 5-A1b, and 5-B2 have
laminations parallel to gain. The intended parallel orientation of all layers can increase the allowable
span if such products are used as one-way floor systems. Moreover, due to the high bending and shear
properties of SCL in the minor strength direction, two-way mechanical behavior can also be achieved
for 5-layer CLP.

The apparent bending stiffness measured by modal tests agrees well with the values obtained from
static bending tests with a mean difference less than 7.7%. The good correlation between the values
measured by both methods is illustrated in Figure 8. Thus, the modal test can be used as an alternative
method to evaluate the apparent bending stiffness of MTP beam specimens. The apparent bending
stiffness based on Euler beam theory includes the effect of shear deformation, while the evaluated
effective bending stiffness based on Timoshenko beam theory does not, which enables the separation
of effective shear stiffness and the verification of effective bending stiffness calculated by shear analogy
method. The effective bending stiffness obtained from modal tests is between 8.2% to 20.2% higher
than the apparent bending stiffness obtained from modal tests depending on the layups of MTPs.
The effective bending stiffness and shear stiffness obtained by modal test can be used for applications
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where the transverse shear deformation should be accounted, or the natural frequencies of higher
vibration modes are of interest.

Figure 8. Correlation of apparent bending stiffness measured by modal and static tests.

The comparison among static bending tests, modal tests, and shear analogy predictions are
presented in Figures 9–11. The shear analogy method predicts lower but close apparent and effective
bending stiffness values and much higher moment resistance values than their measured counterparts.
As shown in Figure 9, except for CLP group 5-B2, all groups have a much smaller measured moment
resistance values than their predicted values. It should be noted that the bending strength values
of LSL and lumber were used for the calculation of moment resistance in Equation (9). However,
for 5-B1, 5-C1, and 5-C2, they had rolling shear failure in the cross layers. It is no wonder that the
predicted moment resistance values are much higher than their measured ones. For 5-A1 series and
5-B2, the discrepancies can be explained by the increased uniformity of tensile stress distribution in
the bottom layer. For a 5-layer layup where all layers have the same thickness, the minima tensile
stress is about 65% of the maximum in the layer, which can be examined from the trapezoid stress
distribution in the layer. Therefore, the specimens have a higher possibility of tension failure in the
layer when the stress level exceeds the tensile strength of the material rather than bending strength,
which is usually governed by the tensile strength of the outmost fibers. Moreover, the bending strength
of wood materials is known to be higher than its tensile strength if the test specimen is of structural
size [16,17]. The average bending and tensile strength values are 56.2 MPa and 30.2 MPa for lumber,
and 43.2 MPa and 36.5 MPa for LSL, respectively. The average bending-to-tensile strength ratios in this
study are 1.86 for lumber and 1.18 for LSL, respectively. Therefore, the calculated moment capacity
based on bending strength is higher than what was previously measured. It can also be seen that the
CLP group 5-B2 with tension failure in LSL bottom layers has smaller differences between measured
and calculated moment capacity values due to the smaller bending-to-tensile strength ratio than that
of lumber.

Figure 9. Average moment capacity of 5-layer MTPs by bending test and shear analogy method.
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Figure 10. Apparent bending stiffness of 5-layer MTPs by bending test, modal test, and shear
analogy method.

Figure 11. Effective bending stiffness of 5-layer MTPs by modal test and shear analogy method.

The typical failure modes of all the 5-layer MTP specimens are presented in Figure 12. Simple
tension failure in the bottom layer of lumber was observed in groups 5-A1, 5-A1a, and 5-Ab, particularly
around a knot. Simple tension failure in the bottom layer of LSL was seen in group 5-B2. Interfacial
shear failure was the secondary failure after tension in the groups mentioned above. There was also no
primary shear failure in the cross layers in the groups mentioned above. Typical rolling shear failure
was found in the lumber cross layers in groups 5-B1, 5-C1, and 5-C2. No mixed failure modes were
found within each group.

Figure 12. Typical failure modes under third-point bending tests.
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3.3. Effect of Layup and Butt Joint on the Mechanical Properties of CLP

The five CLP groups can be divided into three types based on their layups, the 5-A series (5-A1,
5-A1a, and 5-A1b), 5-B1, and 5-B2. With the mechanical properties of five groups of CLP presented
in the above sections, it is evident that 5-B1 has the lowest mechanical properties values due to the
cross layers of lumber perpendicular to grain. However, the 5-A series and 5-B2 both have their
advantages. The 5-A series have no gaps in the middle layers (not counting the butt joints) and surface
layers with lumber appearance. They can avoid rolling shear failure if both strength directions are
considered. The 5-B2 group has slightly better mechanical performance in the major strength direction
but would have rolling shear failure if the minor strength direction is considered. Future research
should investigate the two-way behavior of both types.

It seems that the presence of butt joints has little influence on the mechanical properties of
5-A series based on the mean values listed in Tables 3 and 4. One-way ANOVA analysis was
conducted regarding shear resistance, moment resistance, and apparent bending from bending tests
for further validation. The p-values at a confidence level of 95% of shear resistance, moment resistance,
and apparent bending stiffness were 0.64, 0.085, and 0.015, respectively, which indicated the significance
levels of the three parameters in 5-A1, 5-A1a, and 5-A1b. It is safe to conclude that the effect of butt
joints on shear and moment resistance is negligible, while a significant difference is found among
the apparent bending stiffness values among the three groups. A further Tukey pairwise comparison
indicated that apparent bending stiffness of 5-A1 was significantly different from the other two groups.
The different positions of butt joints between 5-A1a and 5-A1b did not influence their bending stiffness.
However, the influence of butt joints can be affected by their spacing and may need to be further
investigated. It might be beneficial to achieve slightly better bending performance by avoiding butt
joints during fabrication.

4. Conclusions

A new category of mass timber panel designated as composite laminated panel (CLP) has been
developed in this study. The mechanical properties of the CLP were evaluated through both static
bending and modal tests. The applicability of the shear analogy method to predicting the mechanical
performance of CLP was also examined. The following findings can be concluded.

(1) The use of LSL as transverse layers in CLP can eliminate the typical rolling shear failure of CLT
and increase shear resistance and stiffness, bending moment resistance, and stiffness compared
with generic CLT.

(2) The CLP with LSL and lumber being parallel to grain in all layers performs the best among all
the CLP lay-ups investigated in this study.

(3) The shear analogy method can be used to predict the mechanical performance of CLP including
stresses at failure, effective bending and shear stiffness, and apparent bending stiffness. However,
the prediction of moment resistance depends on actual failure mode and the related material
strength values.

(4) Modal test is effective in measuring the bending and shear stiffness of MTP with a good agreement
with static test results.
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